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Destination Rennes

Rennes

WELCOME
“Although Rennes is a regular feature in the
rankings of the best cities in France to live, it is also
a wonderful holiday destination”

Métropole
Métropole

Marie Houssiaux, L’Obs magazine

As it is served by several flight paths from both French and
European destinations, at just 1 hour and 25 minutes away
from Paris by LGV (high-speed train) and less than an hour
from Saint-Malo and Mont-Saint-Michel by car, Rennes is the
perfect base for visiting the major sights of Brittany, France’s
no. 4 tourist destination in terms of visits (of the 22 former
regions) and the region with the most identifiable reputation.
Between its well-preserved historic cultural heritage, bustling
cultural and athletic life, rich and creative gastronomy and
nearby nature, Rennes has also become a major tourist spot.
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454,931

URBAN AREA

INHABITANTS IN
RENNES MÉTROPOLE
AS OF 1 JANUARY 2019

in 20
40 key figures
Culture

Number of admissions to major festivals

Visitors, whether travelling with friends, family or with their
other half, can find all ideas for excursions and for urban,
quirky or creative activities in the city to experience the
Rennes way of life for a weekend at tourisme-rennes.com/en
and tourisme-rennes.com/en/book-online

Les Tombées de la Nuit
Les Transmusicales
Mythos

150,000
58,000

55,000

Number of admissions to cultural and
scientific sites
Espace des sciences
Musée des Beaux-Arts

201,161
109,119

Destination Rennes – Tourist Office

Musée de Bretagne

67,335

1 rue Saint-Malo, 35000 RENNES, FRANCE

Écomusée du Pays de Rennes

57,177

Raphaëlle Couloigner – Press department

FRAC Bretagne

Follow us at #VISITRENNES
tourismerennes
tourismerennes
tourismerennes

28,811

Number of admissions to show venues
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Postal address: SPL Destination Rennes
CS 26410 – 35064 Rennes CEDEX, FRANCE
Office: 28 boulevard du Colombier, Rennes
Phone: +33 (0)2 99 45 90 36 – Mobile: +33 (0)6 99 83 86 52
E-mail: r.couloigner@destinationrennes.com

Liberté, L’Étage and le MusikHALL 300,000

Théâtre National de Bretagne
Opéra de Rennes

107,600
28,000
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Tourism

3 campsites
171 spaces
75 hotels
3,896 rooms
1,244,173 hotel stays

16% trips by international visitors
68% business trips
+11% trips between 2014 and 2018

1 youth hostel
107 beds
Other types of establishments

89 rooms

A growing range of luxury hotels:

1,553 Airbnb listings
47,000 visitors

2 hotels
72 rooms
Le Balthazar Hotel & Spa in the city centre
Le Château d’Apigné in Rheu
2 plans for 5-star hotels in the city centre
for 2021, including Le Trinité on place des Lices

11 hotels
810 rooms

The figures are primarily taken from the 2018
Assessment of Tourism and Professional
Events by the Agency for Town Planning and
Intercommunal Development in the Rennes
urban area (Audiar).

220,000
VISITORS WERE
WELCOMED IN THE
TOURIST OFFICE
IN 2018

Recent creations:
Le Saint Antoine Best Western Premier
Isidore Best Western Plus

79,169

PEOPLE WENT ON
A GUIDED TOUR BY
DESTINATION RENNES
IN 2018

93,260
1,585

rooms

816

rooms

183
rooms

381 rooms in hotels without star classification
19 apartment hotels
1,297 apartments
117 guestrooms and studios
227 rooms

VISITORS TO THE DEBOUT!
EXHIBITION
IN THE PINAULT
COLLECTION DURING
SUMMER
2018

Accessibility
856,791 passengers passed through Rennes
airport in 2018
10 million passengers carried in one year
since the creation of the high-speed train line
(LGV: Rennes to Paris in 1 h 25 min)

No. 1 happiest city in France
Topito (12/28/2018)

Rennes

According to a survey conducted by the comedy
website of its users, the people of France voted en
masse for the Breton capital.

Top destination in France to party
SeLoger.com (03/22/2018)
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Métropole
in 10 rankings

With an urban area that includes almost
700,000 inhabitants, Rennes is classed among
the rare cities where “living well” goes hand in
hand with “better employment opportunities” as
it has an economic area with 300,000 jobs, an
unemployment rate that is 2 points below the
national average and is ranked 3rd in France for
GDP.
Rennes is truly an attractive métropole (metropolis),
proven by its top spot in several rankings created by
a wide variety of media sources.

1st attractive metropolis according to its
inhabitants Hello Work (12/11/2019)
4th in this new ranking in 2018, Rennes clearly
stands out in 2019 in this new ranking which
takes into account the following criteria: quality
of life, economic dynamism, cost of living, rich
cultural offer or even qualities of infrastructure .
Rennes is also at the top of the metropolises most
recommended by its inhabitants to a person
seeking to change regions and the Rennais are the
most numerous to consider that the image of their
city has improved in the last 12 months.

The only French métropole in the top 5 of
4 rankings in 2018 by L’Express
Every year, the weekly news magazine publishes
several rankings of French urban areas according to

a wide variety of criteria. Rennes is regularly found
at the top:
5th most attractive city (09/13/2018)
5th best city for quality of life (09/13/2018)
2nd best city to work in (01/16/2019)
2nd best city for starting a business (01/30/2019)

•
•
•
•

1st for educational opportunities in France
L’Étudiant (4/09/2018)
With its 3 campuses and a host of higher
education institutes, there are more than
67,000 French and international students enrolled
in Rennes.
This ranking takes into account five primary criteria
and the city places 4th in the overall ranking but
1st for educational opportunities. The website also
highlights “a highly efficient transport network,
ample accommodation at affordable prices and
a bustling student life that is both communitybased and lively” among Rennes’s assets.

No. 1 city for buying property
MeilleursAgents.com (11/09/2018)
As at the start of every academic year, the site
has established price estimates per m² in the ten
largest cities in France. Rennes is found at the top,
with an average price of €2,726 for an apartment
and €3,432 for a house.

The housing advertisement website chose the
capital of Brittany in particular for its famous rue
de la Soif (Drinkers’ Alley – rue Saint-Michel in the
centre of Rennes’s old town), one of the top streets
in Europe in terms of its concentration of bars.

Leading the “green” rankings
According to the Unep-Hortis Observatory, in 2017,
Rennes ranked as the 6th greenest métropole
in France and the 1st in the criteria for ecological
upkeep of green spaces.
Of the 72 conurbations that were in the running for
capital of biodiversity in 2016, it was Rennes that
convinced the jury (French Agency for Biodiversity,
Regional Agency for Biodiversity in Île-de-France
and Plante & Cité).

Number 1 for quality of life
European Commission
In 2016, Rennes came 6th in the rankings for
European cities where inhabitants stated being
satisfied with their work. With 78% of happy
employees, the métropole leads the ranking of
French cities.
Rennes is in 1st place in Europe (equal with
Groningen in the Netherlands) in terms of
satisfaction with the quality of schools and
universities.
The satisfaction of residents is also increasing with
regard to the city and métropole’s commitment
to sustainable development and protecting the
environment.

Top destination for expats
The Local (06/21/2016)
Rennes is broadly at the top of the rankings by the
British website based on 15 criteria linked to quality
of life: from the classics (accessibility, average
price of rent, rate of unemployment, amount of
sunshine and distance to the seaside, number
of bars, Michelin-star restaurants and cultural
sites, proportion of green spaces, quality of public
transport, etc.) to the more unusual (number of
single people and the distinctiveness of the
Breton accent!)

an attractive
destination

An accessible city
As it is both central and close to the ocean,
Rennes enjoys an ideal geographic location and
its accessibility is strengthened continuously by
the improvement in transport facilities.

Arrival of the high-speed train
line (LGV) and the creation of
EuroRennes
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Rennes – Paris in 1 h 25 min
Launched in July 2017, the high-speed train
line now connects Rennes and Paris in just 90
minutes, which led to a 17% increase in overall
traffic right from the first year.
More than 10 million passengers have been
carried in total, 1 million of which were new to
the Paris – Brittany line, in 1 year of the LGV being
in use.
The high-speed train (TGV) service is being
extended west to Brest and Quimper and north
to Saint-Malo, which reinforces Rennes’s status
as a regional capital.
TGVs also ensure direct links to Roissy (for Paris
Charles de Gaulle Airport) and Lille-Europe
(for the Eurostar) stations (TGV Nord), to Lyon,
Marseille and Montpellier (TGV Sud-Est) and to
Strasbourg (TGV Est).
Every day, 54 TGVs and 180 regional trains
generate average traffic of 26,300 passengers.

This new station is the centrepiece of the major
EuroRennes project that has been rolled out
across 58 hectares to hold 270,000 m² of office
space with 120 to 170 companies and 7,000 jobs,
shops and restaurants, and 1,500 homes, 40% of
which are subsidised and 20% of which are
at controlled prices for 3,000 new residents
over the next ten years. It is a lively and diverse
meeting place that combines both a hub for
multimodal trade and a major economic centre.

An airport that is beating record
numbers of visits
Between 2014 and 2018, Rennes airport went
from 501,000 to 856,79 passengers. 2018 saw a
historic record with growth of 18.2% compared
to 2017. It is the 17th airport in Metropolitan
France in terms of the number of passengers
carried. In total, the Breton capital now
boasts 10 airlines and 30 direct flight paths
for 26 destinations served and is connected
to 120 destinations in France, Europe and the
rest of the world. From March 31, thanks to the
new air link operated by the Lufthansa group,
Frankfurt and Rennes are only 1 h and 15 min
away. The connection to Germany is a first for
the airport.

A hyper-connected station
and business district
The gateway to Brittany, the new station, which
is modern and high-performance with its
station-metro transfer hall, the installation of
new shops and a Destination Rennes reception
area, has been opened in June 2019.
The layout of a built landscape gives the new
station the unique shape of a hill, enabling a
gentle connection to the south courtyard in
front of the church and the Arvor art house
cinema, which is under construction.
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Rennes

For several years, a combination of investments
has benefited Rennes as both a destination
for city breaks and as a new destination for
conferences.

Major urban projects give a
new face to the destination
The considerable investment in facilities boosts
the day-to-day life of Rennes’s residents, while
also attracting tourists and business travellers.
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Opening a conference centre in the city
centre
After four years of work, the new Rennes
conference centre finally opened its doors in
January 2018. In successfully completing the
architectural achievement that was restoring
the ancient Couvent des Jacobins convent, the
teams, led by architect Jean Guervilly, provided
the city of Rennes with an extraordinary
building.
Located in the centre of the city on place
Sainte-Anne, the magnificent Couvent centre
enables the city of Rennes to assert itself as a
business destination. The conference centre
hosted 205 events in 2018 (compared to the
150 forecast) and had 280,000 visitors and
153,000 congress days to make a provisional
turnover of €4.4 million. The economic effects
are estimated at €28.6 million for the métropole
in 2018.

Rennes metro line B
This second line will be inaugurated in
the 2nd half of 2020. Its route will cross the
communes of Saint-Jacques-de-la-Lande,
Rennes and Cesson-Sévigné from the southwest to the north-east. It will include 15 stops.

Focus on the Hôtel Dieu project
Right in the historic center, the old hospital
is coming back to life ... The rehabilitation
project will include 20 of nearly 30,000 m2
of accommodation, a 250-bed hostel at low
prices, a food court, a wellness area and shops.
In the meantime, The Roof rock climbing hall
and Origines bistro-brasserie were inaugurated
in September 2019 for a period of 3 years.
These original activities are complemented by
temporary events for the festive side.

Increasing tourist visits
In recent years, Rennes Métropole’s trajectory
has been very positive in terms of the
development of tourist jobs and the range of
accommodation and the overall increase in visits
to sights.

Efficient activity in tourism
Since Rennes Métropole and the city of
Rennes set up the SPL (local public company)
Destination Rennes in 2013 in order to develop
the area’s attractiveness, the results have
been clear.
According to Jean-François Kerroc’h, Managing
Director of Destination Rennes:
“ In three years, the number of hotel stays
has grown by 11.6% in the métropole and
the average occupancy rate in hotels has
increased from 57% to 63%. The trend has been
particularly notable among the international
customer base (+35%) and in visitor satisfaction:
95% have said that they would recommend
Rennes as a tourist destination.”

A trendsetting Tourist Office
The Métropole’s Tourist Office (TO), managed by
Destination Rennes, invested in its new premises
on place Sainte-Anne to position itself as close
as possible to tourist and urban flows.
The SPL took advantage of this transfer to
totally rethink the function of the reception and
respond in an optimal manner to the new aims
of inhabitants and visitors: removing reception
desks for more friendliness and better proximity
to staff, interactive terminals, a large screen, etc.
Another change: information is becoming virtual
as visitors will be able to use their smartphones
or tablets to access a personalised travel diary
that they can use as they wish during their stay.
Destination Rennes killed two birds with one
stone here, as this is part of the approach to
sustainable development and it also satisfies the
expectations of residents and tourists who are
largely mobile users.

to visit
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Rennes

All roads lead to Rennes
It could not be easier to get to the Breton
capital! Since July 2017, Rennes is just 1 h 25 min
away from Paris Montparnasse station with the
TGV that uses the new high-speed train line.
Rennes-Saint-Jacques Airport is only 1 hour away
from Charles de Gaulle and direct flights ensure
daily links of just 1 h 30 min from major French
and European cities.
It is also easy to reach Rennes by road, in
3 h 30 min by motorway from Paris, 45 min from
Saint-Malo and 1 hour from Mont-Saint-Michel.

Travelling in Rennes
could not be more
straightforward
In 1998, Rennes was the first city in the world
to put in place a public bicycle hire system.
And now, with 42 kilometres of cycle routes
and lanes, the bicycle is fully at home here. The
French Federation of bicycle users has classified
Rennes in third position in 2020.
The city has also been well and truly won over
by pedestrians. These environmentally friendly
modes of transport are in addition to the bus
network and metro line that makes it possible
to go directly from the station to the historic
centre in under 5 minutes.

Cultural richness
The cobblestone lanes at the heart of its
historic centre evoke feelings of delight and
surprise. With Gallo-Roman remains, medieval
ramparts, iconic monuments and buildings,
original mosaics, street art and more, the heart
of Rennes can be experienced as a sensational
journey that is rich in colours from throughout
the centuries.

There is always something
to see or do in Rennes
Many cultural and gastronomic events, such as
Les Transmusicales, Mythos and Les Toqués de
Mythos, Les Tombées de la Nuit, Rock’n Solex,
Travelling, Mettre en scène and the biennial
contemporary art festival, are held regularly
throughout the year.
Even Sundays are alive with artistic and cultural
events that have something for everyone on
“Dimanche à Rennes” (Sundays in Rennes). Entry
to museums is free on every first Sunday of the
month.
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9 excellent reasons

The capital of Brittany is overflowing with
charm and its cultural programme is well filled.
Whatever the season, the city has its share of
surprises and discoveries. Here are nine excellent
reasons to choose Rennes for a weekend or a
stay.
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Rennes – the gateway to
Brittany
Rennes, the capital of Brittany, is in an ideal
location for exploring the region. Mont-SaintMichel, Saint-Malo, the mythical Brocéliande
forest and the megalithic Roche aux Fées are
all just under an hour’s journey away. Rennes is
close to a number of cities and castles that are
brimming with character: Bécherel – the book
town, the medieval city of Vitré, the castles of
Fougères, Châteaugiron and Combourg – the
birthplace of Romanticism. Not to forget the
jewels of Morbihan to the south.

A culinary stopover

A shopping destination

The value of Rennes’s gastronomy is in both the
quality of its chefs’ cooking and the richness
of the dishes on offer. Discover gourmet
restaurants and cafes, find creperies and
international cuisine and seek out trendy spots
and food trucks for a quick bite.
Not to be missed is the Marché des Lices market,
which is held every Saturday morning and is one
of the biggest markets in France.
Another essential stop is the Marché à manger,
a food market that is very popular with Rennes
locals and held on every first Sunday of the
month.

The variety of more than 2,000 shops makes
the capital of Brittany the top retail destination
in the region and the Grand Ouest. From large
chains to one-off designer boutiques and
independent shops to unique concept stores,
there is something to suit all tastes and desires.

Nights out in Rennes are legendary. The city has
67,000 students to add to the atmosphere.
The number of bars will make your head spin:
more than 140.
Bretons look to have a good time in a wide
range of ideal locations for socialising,
including Irish pubs, Breton taverns and
bars with character.

Rennes was also voted the capital of biodiversity
in 2016 and, with 868 hectares of green spaces, it
ranks among the top 10 greenest cities in France.
It is impossible to visit the Breton capital without
stopping by one of the many flower-filled parks,
especially the famous Thabor park.
Rennes is also one with the surrounding
countryside. In just a few minutes, you can go
from an urban backdrop to a rural landscape.
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A lively student city

A green métropole

LETTONIE

LITUANIE

IRLANDE

DUBLIN

1 H 25 MIN

CORK

RUSSIE FROM PARIS

MER DU NORD

MANCHESTER
BIRMINGHAM

EXETER
EXETER

POLOGNE

LILLE

to Rennes

FROM LILLE AND BRUSSELS

BRUXELLES

BELGIQUE

SAINT-MALO

FRANCFORT

PARIS
RENNES

SLOVAQUIE

Travel easily across all of Brittany
The TER Bretagne network has
MOLDAVIE

STRASBOURG

126 railway stations.

AUTRICHE

GENÈVE
SUIS

FRANCE

1H

CROATIE

HERZÉGOVINE

NICE

AJACCIO
FIGARI
FIGARI

ESPAGNE

Daily direct flights
from the major cities of
France and Europe.

SERBIE

DIRECT FLIGHTS

MARSEILLE

MER MÉDITERRANÉE

ROUMANIE

FROM PARIS CDG

BOSNIE-

TOULOUSE

BARCELONE

HONGRIE

SLOVÉNIE

LYON
BORDEAUX

PORTUGAL

FROM LYON

TCHÈQUE

OCÉAN
ATLANTIQUE

MADRID

3 H 40 MIN

RÉP.

NANTES

BILBAO

4H

PORTSMOUTH

MANCHE

Getting

FROM PARIS CDG
BIÉLORUSSIE
AIRPORT

AMSTERDAM

LONDRES
SOUTHAMPTON

2 H 30 MIN

DANEMARK

ROYAUME-UNI

1 h 30 min from major

MONTÉNÉGROEuropean cities

BASTIA
BASTIA

BULGARIE

A shuttle service connects the airport
and the city centre.

MACÉDOINE

ITALIE
ALBANIE

UN ACCÈS IDÉAL
Vols directs
depuis Rennes
Ligne TGV
Aéroport
Traversées
en bateaux

3 H 30 MIN
GRÈCE
FROM
PARIS

45 MIN

FROM SAINT-MALO
Brittany’s motorways are toll-free.
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Rennes’s

cultural heritage

Explore the most visited monument in the
city, which underwent beautiful, painstaking
restoration following the fire of 1994, for the
chance to admire the paintings and gilding,
especially in the Grand’ Chambre, where you
will find the only sculpted ceiling of its kind in
Europe.

The town hall, a reflection of history
Built by Jacques Gabriel after the fire of 1720, the
town hall wanted to express the municipality’s
power with, as a bonus, this clock tower, left
behind as a reminder of the ancient belfry that was
destroyed by the flames. Nowadays, it is considered
one of the most beautiful town halls from the 18th
century.
Its concave façade was made to perfectly
complement the Opera House’s rounded façade,
which sits opposite.

The treasures of the Saint-Pierre cathedral
As a member of the French national network for
cities and regions of art and heritage (Villes et
Pays d’art et d’histoire), the Rennes Tourist Office
offers a number of guided tours, workshops and
visits about cultural heritage for €5 on average.
These are led by guides who have been certified
by the French Ministry of Culture.
More information can be found at tourisme-rennes.com/en/
book-online or at the Tourist Office, 1 rue Saint-Malo.

Rennes’s old town – a trip
through time
Guided tour of the historic centre
The capital of Brittany has the highest
concentration of half-timbered houses in the
Grand Ouest area (286). One of the most famous
of these colourful 16th and 17th century homes is
the Ti-Koz house (3 rue Saint-Guillaume), with its
bright red façade that is decorated with statues
of Saint Sebastian and Saint Michael.
The former canonical home of the cathedral,
which is next to the last ramparts still standing
from the medieval city (the symbolic Portes
Mordelaises gates) currently houses a nightclub.
This goes to show how several different eras
feature throughout this unmissable visit to the
Breton capital.

Hidden treasures and internal courtyards:
the backstage area of the city
Behind the sculpted stone façades and the doors
of buildings and private mansions are places filled
with charm, where privacy and peace prevail:
porches, alleys, staircases, wells, fountains
and gardens.

Quirky Rennes: the city centre in
a new light
A bar in what was a chapel (Café du Port), a beam
sculpted in the Middles Ages in a contemporary
building, a jeu de paume court, etc.:
across one street, sheltered by a porch, between
two buildings, decor and anecdotes reveal tales
both great and small.

An iconic architectural
heritage
Le Parlement de Bretagne (Parliament of
Brittany): Rennes’s most famous monument
This emblem of Brittany, designed in the
17th century by Salomon de Brosse, who was also
the architect of the Palais de Luxembourg in
Paris, is still a place of authority today as it houses
Brittany’s Court of Appeal and the Ille-et-Vilaine
criminal court.

With its Roman high altar, imposing church organ,
extraordinary paintings and vaults, discover the
treasures of this amazing religious building, which
was where the dukes and duchesses of Brittany
were crowned, especially the famous Queen Anne
of Brittany.

A revival in artisanal and
artistic cultural heritage
Odorico: the art of mosaic
These decorated entrances, façades and boutique
floors, created at the end of the 19th century by
famous Italian mosaic artists, represent a unique
and often little-known aspect of cultural heritage.
They have made their mark across the city,
including in the Saint-Georges swimming pool,
where you can take a dip Art deco style.

Street art: new colours on the walls of Rennes
The result of both private and public commissions,
graffiti plays on the contrast or harmony with the
urban environment. Of all sizes, this art form adorns
windows, low walls and fences to create short-lived
or long-lasting installations. Not to be missed: the
frescos by War! (nicknamed the Banksy of Rennes),
the usual stickers by Mémé, the feathered serpents
by Oré, the breasts by Intra Larue, without forgetting
the radishes by Ar Furlukin and the Space Invader
on rue de Penhoët.

culture

More information can be found at tourisme-rennes.com/en/book-online
or at the Tourist Office, 1 rue Saint-Malo.

Unique cultural facilities
The Champs Libres – an unusual and
innovative cultural centre
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Designed by architect Christian de Portzamparc just
two steps from the train station, the Rennes Métropole
cultural centre, which has been given the “Qualité
Tourisme” (Quality Tourism) label that distinguishes
tourist sights for their high-quality welcome for tourists,
includes:

The Musée de Bretagne (Museum of Brittany):
history of the region
This history museum has two permanent exhibitions:
“Bretagne est Univers ” (“Brittany is the Universe”)
and “L’affaire Dreyfus” (“The Dreyfus Affair”). The latter
exhibition presents the various protagonists, as
well as their part in the story of the trial through a
documentary and numerous exhibition items retracing
the steps of what actually happened.
A vibrant programme of temporary exhibitions is
regularly changed. Until April 26, 2020, we can discover
“Charles and Paul Géniaux: photography, a destiny”, on
these two brothers, pioneers of reportage photography.

L’Espace des sciences (the Science Centre)
and its planetarium
This scientific cultural centre in Rennes is spread across
2,000 m2 with:
•a
 95-seat semi-circular planetarium that offers
astronomy sessions that are up-to-date and adapted
to all audiences;
• t hree exhibition halls (laboratoire de Merlin (Merlin’s
laboratory), where visitors can discover, explore and
experiment thanks to interactive exhibits; the salle de
la Terre (the Earth gallery), which explains biodiversity;
and the salle Euréka (Euréka hall), which holds
temporary exhibitions).

But there’s also…

• the six-floor library;
• the rotations of free conferences and exhibitions in
visual and digital arts;

• a café restaurant;
• in every season, there is “Le temps d’un week-end”:

free artistic performances.
In short, as a crossroads of disciplines, the diversity
of perspectives and the plurality of forms, everything
comes together to make the Champs Libres a single,
living, prolific and vibrant centre for both young and
old.

L’Écomusée du Pays de Rennes
(Rennes Regional Eco-Museum):
a fascinating history of agriculture
From rooms to explore in the cellar, via an area
of cultivated land, to a conservatory orchard and
livestock of 19 traditional breeds, from the famous
Coucou chicken to draught horses, the history of the
farm also tells the story of five centuries’ worth of
daily life for the locals.
There is a range of lively events throughout the year:
sheep shearing, making cider and pommé spread,
collecting honey and much more!
Until August 30, 2020, through the crossed eyes of
the botanist, the geographer, the horticulturalist and
the ethnologist, the exhibition “Pom, pom, pommes,
une histoire bretonne” makes the public discover
the multiple relationships that bind man to fruit,
particularly in Brittany.
© Hervé Ronné / Coll Écomusée du Pays de Rennes - Musée de Bretagne

Rennes

Rennes has permanent and temporary exhibition
spaces for all tastes, including the history of Brittany,
fine arts, contemporary art, sciences and a wide variety
of show venues; see a non-exhaustive guide here.

Le Phakt: this dynamic space hosts exhibitions
and artists-in-residence, practical workshops for
amateurs and artistic and fun events
Lendroit: a publishing house specialising in the
publication of artists’ works in printed form.
Le bon accueil: a former grocer’s shop
specialising in sound art
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Les Ateliers du Vent: a creative space and
restaurant managed by a multi-disciplinary
collective

Art in public spaces
Throughout the city, there are hidden works
that were publicly commissioned (“Chrysalide”
by Dubuisson, “Une fontaine” by Parmiggiani,
“Les Baigneuses pas très académiques”, etc.)
and highly visible works by major architects
(esplanade Charles-de-Gaulle by Christian de
Portzamparc, the Cap Mail by Jean Nouvel,
Poterie metro station by Norman Foster, etc.).

Masterpieces of painting and sculpture from all
eras and works of contemporary art are unveiled in
different parts of the city, even in public spaces.

A summer in Rennes under the colors
of contemporary art
The Pinault Collection is back
After the first exhibition “Debout!” which attracted
nearly 100,000 visitors in 2018, the Pinault Collection,
the largest collection of contemporary art in the
world, will be exhibited again in Rennes during the
summer of 2020.
With the theme “Beyond the color, the black and
the white in the Pinault Collection”, exceptional
works will be shown to the public in the Couvent des
Jacobins in Rennes, from June 25 to September 13,
2020.
Many art practices will be represented: video,
painting, drawing, photography (Annie Leibovitz,
Irving Penn, Man Ray, Raymond Depardon, Dorothea
Lange, Henri Cartier-Bresson, Richard Avedon),
sculpture with for example “Jeff and Ilona” by Jeff
Koons, a
 self-portrait in marble by the artist with
his muse Cicciolina, or the “Coup de tête” by Adel
Abdessemed, monumental 2.27 meter high bronze
representing the famous Zidane ball stroke on
Materazziand. Fashion will also be watched with the
iconic dresses of Balenciaga.

On the same dates, the exhibition at the
Museum of Fine Arts in Rennes will present the
theme of color and its linkks with materials.

A journey through the city about
contemporary art
These exhibitions are an opportunity to discover
all the spaces dedicated to contemporary
art which have blossomed in the city the last
decades.
The Regional collection of contemporary art
(FRAC) in Brittany has been established in
a surprising building that was designed by
architect and urban planner Odile Decq. It
is located close to the monumental work by
Aurélie Nemours: “L’Alignement du XXIe siècle”.
The collection and temporary exhibitions,
some of which are “beyond the walls”, are ever
changing and include more than 4,800 works
by almost 600 artists. The museum has a book
shop and a restaurant, “Angau & Co”, so you
can stop for a bite to eat during your visit. This
summer, it will welcome the new retrospective
of the famous British photographer Martin Parr,
member of the Magnum Photos,
40mcube: from a community perspective,
it’s both an exhibition space and an office for
organising contemporary art projects
Oniris Gallery: this exhibition space is
internationally recognised

© Michel Ogier / Destination Rennes

Arty Rennes
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A variety of performance venues
The Théâtre National de Bretagne (National
Theatre of Brittany) (theatre and dance) is by far
the top cultural establishment in terms of visits.
Second is the Opéra (opera house): equipped
with a 620-seat, Italian-style hall, it is one of the
smallest opera houses in France in terms of
capacity, although its visitor numbers are high.
Le Triangle, the third institution and a stage
commissioned by the French Ministry of Culture,
offers a programme that is focused on dance.
As for cinemas, the Arvor arthouse cinema will
join the new EuroRennes district in the Identity
One building, while the Gaumont cinema
on esplanade Charles-de-Gaulle has been
offering 190 very comfortable seats with the
latest technologies in terms of sound and visual
immersion since 2018.
Le Liberté, L’Étage and le MusikHALL are
three large spaces for concerts, shows on
tour, contemporary music and for hosting
the métropole’s major festivals. Every year,
they add up more than 120 performances,
30 festivals and many other local events.

Focus on the Travelling international
film festival
Every February since 1990, the Clair Obscur
Association has created time for film buffs and
fans to explore the city through the screen.
For its 30th staging, from 5 to 12 February 2019,
Brittany’s top cinematographic event has
highlighted an unprecedented destination:
global cities. This topic is presented through
meetings with directors, preview showings,
artistic exchanges and much more.

New openings
In June, a spiegeltent has been set up next to
the Vilaine to offer a performance venue and a
convivial space inspired by the fairground. In the
surrounding area, the space has been arranged
in keeping with the principles of sustainable
development, with a guinguette at the water’s
edge, an open-air stage, dances, etc.
Firmly centred on the two districts of Cleunay
and La Courrouze, but also on the city, the
project of the “new” Antipode Rennes will
bring together three bodies around a common
project: a commissioned stage for contemporary
music (scène de musiques actuelles
conventionnée – SMAC) and a youth and cultural
centre (maison des jeunes et de la culture –
MJC), two community associations and the local
district library. Equipped with a hall that has a
capacity for 1,000 standing and 350 seats, three
rehearsal studios, plus a studio with a stage, the
facility’s aim is to welcome 50,000 viewers for 90
dates in the year.
The Le Bacchus cafe-theatre is moving to a new
location in îlot de l’Octroi, close to the Vilaine.
Its performance venue will grow from 50 to
130 spaces.
© Noe C / Destination Rennes

Showtime in Rennes

Rennes

festival
programme

Between internationally renowned events and
more intimate performances, with a festival
almost every week, an ultra-creative music scene
and exhibitions in galleries and museums, there
is always something happening in Rennes!
Here is a list of the major events taking place in
Rennes over the year and in all seasons, as well
as unique events for 2020.

Spring
April

•M
 ythos (a spoken arts festival in Rennes
Métropole)

More information can be found at tourisme-rennes.com/en/
book-online or at the Tourist Office, 1 rue Saint-Malo.

• Les Bouffes rennaises (culinary event)
• Dooinit Festival (hip-hop)
• F estival national du film d’animation

Winter

•

January

• Festival international de magie (internationally
renowned magic festival)
• A utres mesures (contemporary music festival)
• T élérama festival (arthouse cinema)
• C améras rebelles (film festival on human rights
held in Rennes Métropole)
• O pen de Rennes (men’s tennis tournament)

May

February

• J ardins d’hiver (literary festival at Champs

•

• T ravelling (film festival in Rennes Métropole)
• U rbaines (festival of street culture)
• L a Route du Rock Hiver (concerts in Rennes

•
•
•

Libres)

• R ock’n Solex (concerts and races) 2019 is the
•
•
•
•

and Saint-Malo)

•W
 aterproof (dance festival in Triangle)
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March

• Les Embellies (rock concerts)
• Jazz à l’étage (Ille-et-Vilaine)
• Rue des Livres (book fair in Gayeulles)
• U n des Sens (festival on the “sixth sense” on the
Beaulieu campus)
• Ay-roop: Temps Forts Arts du cirque (circus arts
festival)

(National Festival for Animated Film at CinéTNB)
U
 rban trail (a race though cultural heritage)

50th event of the oldest student festival
M
 ade festival (house and techno music)
O
 odaq (artistic journey through Rennes and
Saint-Malo)
F
 ous de danse - Tout Rennes danse (dance
festival at esplanade Charles-de-Gaulle)
S
 tunfest (international video game festival held
in Liberté)
N
 uit européenne des musées (free from 8 p.m.
to midnight)
R
 ennes sur roulettes (roller-skating festival)
B
 runch des créateurs (Couvent des Jacobins)
F
 ête du jeu (every last Saturday of the month
on the Mail)

June

• B ig Love (electro music festival in quirky parts
of the city on the 2nd weekend of the month)

• F ête de la Musique (stages open across the

entire city on 21 June)
nd
largest in France after Lille
/ 1st Wednesday of the sales)
L
 es Fleurs du Mail (theatre festival)
M
 atch festival (12 hours of DJ sets)

• G rande Braderie (2
•
•

November
© Julien Mignot / Destination Rennes

• Y aouank (festival for current Breton music and

•
•

the largest fest-noz (a festive gathering where
traditional Breton dances are performed,
accompanied by singing or instrumental
music) in Brittany)
Jazz à l’Ouest (three weeks of concerts)
F
 estival TNB (three weekends of live
performances)

December

• L es Rencontres Transmusicales (international
•

Summer

Start of the academic year

Throughout the summer season

• T eenage Kicks (biennial urban art event held on

• Pinault Collection exhibition in the Couvent des
•
•

Jacobins and the Museum of Fine Arts (from
June 25 to September 13)
T
 ransat en ville (a free culture festival every
day from noon: tea time, concerts, events,
illuminations, night-time visits, open-air cinema
and more)
Illuminations du Parlement (huge projections
on the monument’s façade held every evening
after nightfall, free of charge)

July

•

September

• B raderie du Canal Saint-Martin (street market
held on a weekend in mid-September)

• E uropean Heritage Days (on a weekend in midSeptember)

• I’m From Rennes (two weeks of concerts by
artists from the Rennes music scene)

•M
 ercredi du Thabor (performances about
Breton culture)

every odd-numbered year from September to
October)
L
 es Ateliers de Rennes (biennial contemporary
art event held on every even-numbered year
from September to December)

• Les Tombées de la Nuit (street art festival)
• B astille Day (14 July): dance at the place de la

Autumn

•

• T out Rennes Court (races and events)
• L e Grand Soufflet (accordion concerts in Ille-et-

Mairie fireworks at the Stade de la Bellangerais
stadium
Q
 uartiers d’Été (eco-citizen festival of world
music and urban culture held at parc des
Gayeulles)

August

• E stivales de l’Orgue (organ concerts in the

métropole’s churches for the entire month)

October

Vilaine)

•M
 aintenant festival (presentation of a snapshot
•
•
•

of contemporary creativity in visual arts, music
and new technologies)
C
 ourt Métrange (international, unusual and
fantasy short-film festival)
M
 arathon vert (races and events)
M
 armaille (public youth festival in the théâtre de
la Parcheminerie and at the salle Guy Ropartz)

festival of contemporary music) and les Bars en
Trans (the “fringe” of the Trans)
E
 vents at the end of the year: Christmas
markets (Mail, place du Colombier, place
Hoche), the ice skating rink (place du
Parlement), the Fête foraine (esplanade
Charles-de-Gaulle), Les Arts du feu (place de la
Mairie), projections on the town hall’s façade

Focus on youth festivals:
I’m From Rennes marks the start of the
academic year through the Rennes music scene
with concerts across the city for two weeks in
September. Every time it’s held, more than 50
groups are scheduled to play, which is proof of
the Breton capital’s musical vibrancy.
The festival’s distinctive feature is in its desire
to play with public space – with concerts in
the city’s parks, for example – and also with
private spaces. Concerts in apartments are
also part of the festival’s special moments. The
location is kept secret until the last minute
and the audience meets at a place close to the
apartment, then goes into the private venue
together. The audience starts by chatting
and having a drink before sitting down for a
previously unseen live performance.
Maintenant, organised by the association
Electroni[k], is an offbeat moment in the
cultural side of the start of the academic year in
Rennes. For ten days, installations, projects and
performances have led curious spectators into
a “whirlwind of sound and light” in 15 locations
across Rennes.

and gets settled
at the counter

			
Rennes’s markets
There are 20 markets in Rennes proper and more
than double that if you add those in the urban
area. Therefore, from Monday to Sunday, markets
set up in the four corners of the city, each of which
are named after where they take place, e.g. the
Mail here, the Lices there, Sainte-Thérèse further
away. Here is a list of the most iconic ones.
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The Marché des Lices: an attraction for
foodies in the city
Every Saturday since 1622, on the place des Lices,
formerly the medieval “battlefield” where knights
would have tournaments, producers, market
gardeners, fishermen and artisans have set up
their best products at dawn to welcome the chefs
of surrounding restaurants and then visitors to the
second-largest food market in France, bordered
by 17th-century private mansions and the two
Baltard-style halles Martenot marketplaces.
It is impossible to resist the temptation to fill your
basket with delicious vegetables grown by the
Bocel family, herbs by Annie Bertin, the famous
farm-churned butter made from unpasteurised
milk by Henri Bordier and many other sweet
or savoury treats. When crossing through the
marketplaces, we recommend ordering a Coucou
de Rennes chicken at Chez Paul Renault for a
Sunday lunch and, while waiting, sampling oysters
sourced from Cancale by sitting down at one
of the sunny terraces on the place. When lunch
comes around, many follow the tradition of a
galette-saucisse washed down with a good local
beer.

La Criée – Marché central and its
Marché à manger
On the left bank, you can also purchase
quality products in the old Halles centrales
marketplace, where the Marché à manger,
a vibrant food market that brings together
restaurant owners, pastry chefs, brewers, food
trucks and a DJ, thrives in the cobbled courtyard
on the first Sunday of every month. This is the
perfect occasion to explore the Rennes culinary
scene and try dishes, some by Michelin-starred
chefs, for a competitive price (less than €8).
In the building adjoining the Halles is La Criée,
the city’s contemporary art centre, which has a
number of temporary exhibitions.

Organic markets
Since 2015, the Mail has been hosting a
market that is 100% organic every Wednesday
afternoon. In the morning of the same day, the
Sainte-Thérèse market, famed and popular
among the chefs of the métropole, also lines
up stalls that have been certified by the wellknown AB (agriculture biologique – organic
farming) logo. Organic products are also on
sale on Tuesdays in Beauregard and Bruz, on
Saturdays and Wednesdays in Cesson, Le Rheu,
La Chapelle-des-Fougeretz, Acigné and Pacé
and on Sundays in Betton, in the suburbs of
Rennes.

© Franck Hamon / Destination Rennes

Rennes sits down to eat

With the famous galette-saucisse, traditional
crepes and galettes accompanied by cider,
products from Brittany, e.g. fruits and vegetables,
seafood and crustaceans and fish from the nearby
coast, the dynamic Breton capital is brimming
with locations, events and markets that are
an excellent part of local life for enthusiasts of
gastronomy, bistronomy, street food and markets.

Rennes’s restaurants
With popular restaurants and a wide variety to
choose from – cafes and bistros, creperies and
international cuisine, from food trucks to fast food
– Rennes is the place to be for gourmands and
gourmets.

Michelin-starred Rennes
In 2020, a new star was born in Rennes when
Tugdual Debethune’s restaurant Holen won the
esteemed award and joined the ranks of Rennes’s
other Michelin-starred establishments: Racines
by Virginie Giboire, IMA by Julien Lemarié and Le
Saison by David Etcheverry. This fourth star made
the Breton capital the métropole with the most
stars in the Grand-Ouest area.

Crepes or galettes?
Flour, water, salt – although the ingredients are
rather basic, the skill in putting them together is
an art.
Whether in markets, at festivals, at the entrance to
Roazhon Park stadium on match days, sweet or
savoury, made from buckwheat or wheat, galettes
and crepes are a presence at all celebrations.
Available to eat in or take away, this Breton culinary
tradition is enjoyed either traditionally or revamped
in the many creperies that dot the four corners of
the city.
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All of Rennes brunches
The enthusiasm for this type of cuisine is not
limited to the wealthy. On weekends in Rennes, we
take our time to have a good brunch among family
or friends. Between classic brunches on Sunday
afternoon, bottomless brunches, brunch with the
girls or organic brunches, brunches before going to
the museum, brunches to enjoy on a terrace or in
trendy new spots and even on a Saturday or other
days of the week, there is something for everyone.

Rennes’s bars
With more than 140 bars, Rennes is the perfect
destination for celebrating and nights out here are
legendary. The 67,000 students can be counted on
to set the mood and the café terraces are always
very popular, even in winter.

“Bistrology” and bistronomy à la Rennes
A place to have a drink, but primarily a place
to socialise, Irish pubs, Breton taverns and local
Rennes bars are also
the spot where people get together for a bistro
dinner.
With tasty, market-sourced cuisine, seasonal
products cooked with bold techniques, specials
boards that change according to deliveries
, flavours sourced from market stalls and precise
selections of good bottles, in Rennes we share a
love of good food, good wines and good beers.

The legendary rue de la soif
The cobblestoned rue Saint-Michel, lined with
half-timbered houses, is the symbol of nightlife
in the Breton capital. With a bar every 7 metres
and 13 bars in total, it holds the record in France
for the most bars and is bustling on Thursday
evening, when the students are out.
However, it isn’t the only lane in Rennes that
is overflowing with bars and restaurants: rue
Saint-Georges filled this role before and rue
Saint-Malo was also nicknamed “rue de la soif”
(Drinkers’ Alley) in the 1980s.

Focus on Les Rencontres Transmusicales
and les Bars en Trans
Les Rencontres Transmusicales – a fabled festival
that has scouted talent for 40 years – is an
unmissable event in the cultural life of Rennes
and also the musical life of France that is held
in the first week of December in the Parc Expo
convention centre and in the métropole’s
concert venues.
Festival-goers can also soak up the very
distinctive, a touch overexcited, atmosphere that
pervades the city centre at this time by partying
in the Bars en Trans, which invite more than
around 100 bands to play in bars and other,
more surprising, locations.
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Les Gayeulles – Rennes’s central park

Nature in

Rennes

Rennes is embracing the
countryside
Wander through Rennes’s parks and
gardens
The city enjoys 868 hectares of green spaces, which
make up 17% of its total area. From the most secretive
park (Les Tanneurs) to the most relaxed (Oberthür),
via the most family-friendly (Bréquigny, Maurepas and
Beauregard) to the most unique (Rocambole and
Marocain), nature in Rennes offers an excellent variety of
ambiances.

Thabor – the “prince of gardens”
The parc du Thabor, classed as a “jardin de prestige”,
spans 10 hectares right in the centre of the city. It was
arranged by the landscaping team of brothers Denis
and Eugène Bühler in 1866 by creating a garden à
la française and an English landscape garden. The
architect Jean-Baptiste Martenot added greenhouses,
an aviary, a music pavilion and an orangery that now
houses photograph exhibitions. Waterfalls were also
added in the 20th century.

This extremely popular spot is busy all year
round with the festivals that regularly set up
shop here. University students come here to
revise, read or daydream at the La Terrasse barrestaurant; families stroll around, looking at the
animals and playing children’s games; walkers
admire the rose garden and its 2,000 varieties,
alongside its remarkable trees and botanic
garden.

Take a stroll in the national forest
With more than 80 km of signposted walking
routes, the Rennes forest spans almost 3,000
hectares. Maps show the various large and well
maintained trails and paths with several circuits
that are accessible for mountain bikes.

Focus on the famed Mythos
For more than 20 years, the Mythos festival has
taken place in the Thabor park to celebrate
the arrival of spring over ten days filled with
concerts, stories, tales, theatre, conferences,
etc. The beating heart of the festival is the two
spiegeltents – one of which is the largest in
the world – that sit opposite one another: the
Cabaret Botanique – a setting dressed all in red
that allows the audience to get close to the
stage and the Cannibale Cabaret – the venue for
Les Toqués de Mythos, “a gourmet food festival
within a festival” where Brittany’s best chefs
come one after another to offer delicious menus
in the fairytale-style restaurant. All around, there
are hundreds of bars that make it possible for
festival-goers to sip a draught beer between
concerts.
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In Rennes, nature is never far away. The well-maintained
parks, allotments, extraordinary gardens, mysterious
forests and natural spaces on the edge of the water
mean that you can escape the city, whether right in the
centre or a few kilometres away.

The largest park in Rennes is an enormous
wooded area in the north-east of the city
that stretches over roughly 247 acres. As it is
simultaneously an outdoor activities and sports
centre, people come here to have a picnic,
barbecue or take advantage of the terrace at the
Au Parc du Bois bar-restaurant and to paddle in
the water and exercise or go cycling.
For sports enthusiasts, the park has running
routes, fitness equipment, multi-sports grounds,
a community swimming pool, an ice rink (Le
Blizz), mini golf, a treetop ropes course (La Forêt
adrénaline), a skate park and much more! There
are also games for children, family-friendly
gardens, an animal park, pedalos and a 3-star
campsite.
For hikers and those who love nature, the fauna
and flora can be admired in an ecosystem in
its own right that is populated with squirrels,
foxes and deer (for morning people) and almost
100 types of birds (green woodpeckers, owls,
nuthatches, etc.).

Rennes at the water’s edge
In Rennes, nature also includes water with the river
and the canal: from slow tourism to watersports,
there is something for everyone.

The beautiful Vilaine
The 10th-longest river in France, which winds
through Rennes, offers peaceful landscapes and
a wide choice of activities in its valley: the long
routes of the towpath and the parks and natural
spaces that line it are all part of an ecosystem that
the Year of the Vilaine (from July 2018 to July 2019)
invited to to rediscover.

In the city centre, you can relax in the gorgeous
jardin de la Confluence and on the tree-lined quai
Saint-Cyr, watching barges pass by and enjoying
cocktail hour until the sun sets on summer
evenings.
For those who are more sporty, there is a range of
watersports activities on offer in Cesson-Sévigné:
paddle-boarding, rafting, canoeing, kayaking, etc.,
while those who prefer swimming and walking
should follow the quais de la Prévalaye to head
to the Apigné lakes (étangs d’Apigné) and their
beaches, from where you can easily explore
the banks of the Vilaine on foot, by bike or on
horseback to the Boël Mill.

The Ille-et-Rance canal
Its banks have been laid out to accommodate
cyclists and runners. The route that the canal
follows to Rennes, and further afield to SaintGrégoire, Betton and even the spectacular 11 locks
at Hédé, is lovely for walking.
A patchwork landscape of wetlands, allotments
and vast squares of wild grass, crossed by discreet
streams, the prairies Saint-Martin natural park is
one of Rennes’s green lungs. This area covers 28
hectares and was recently turned into an urban
natural park.
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As part of the celebration of this river, the “26
ways to cross the Vilaine” call for projects was
launched to establish creative and community
trips this summer with environmentally friendly
modes of transport (e.g. walking, by bike, on
horseback, on the water).

Rennes

on the move

Rennes has a wide range of activities on offer,
whether sports or leisure, indoors or outdoors,
working up a sweat yourself or just spectating,
held all year round or during specific events.

Running in Rennes
Rennes is a city for runners, with very popular
annual events like Tout Rennes Court, which has
been held through the city streets for the last 35
years, and the Marathon Vert, which leads runners
from the countryside into the city.

© Stade rennais

Focus on Rennes Urban Trail
This race has always run successfully, with more
than 7,000 registrations for 2019. The athletes can
choose from three routes across the city (7 km, 14
km or 24 km) that pass monuments, gardens and
iconic locations, such as the town hall, the opera
house, the Couvent des Jacobins conference
centre, Roazhon Park, etc., and are accompanied,
as always, by entertainment: musical sections to
the sound of DJs, armed knights lying in ambush
in the old town and many more surprises around
every corner.
This unique form of urban exploration doubles
as commitment to a good cause as the trail is
partnered with Bretagne Atlantique Ambition,
an endowment fund that supports research into
brain diseases.

It can also be felt in front of the ten or so galettesaucisse stands that surround the stadium. You
can try it before and after the match and at halftime. A football chant composed by supporters
during an away game in Marseille has even
turned into the official song of the Kop stand
and is picked up by the entire stadium.
In 2018, the stadium hosted 19 matches and
23,111 visitors per match on average during the
2017/2018 season.
A new international reputation
The year 2019 marked a turning point in the
renown of Rennes football.
In June 2019, Rennes hosted the Women’s
World Cup in football: 7 games including a
1 / 8th and a ¼ final and above all 132,000
spectators.
The SRFC also won the Coupe de France for the
third time in its history and led a remarkable
course during the Europa League.

Quirky Rennes
For those looking for a strong shot of adrenaline,
go-karting on ice, escape rooms, bubble football,
padel, laser tag and even a bouldering gym
are all on offer in Rennes. There are plenty of
unusual places to let off steam, warm up and
have a laugh among family and friends, whether
at the weekend or on holiday.

Rennes – a football region

Focus on the outdoor pool at Bréquigny
swimming pool

Stade Rennais FC and its stadium,
Roazhon Park

Swimming outside in turquoise water heated
to 28°C is also possible in Brittany! Head to the
outdoor pool at Bréquigny swimming pool
in Rennes. Since spring 2018, swimmers have
been making use of the 10 lanes in what is now
the second-largest swimming sports complex
in France (after the one in Chartres). The new
facility also has a 150 m2 water playground
for children with amusements, jets and giant
sprayers, as well as a picnic area, mineral
beaches and green spaces for relaxing.
A place to have fun in both summer and winter.

”Les Rouge et Noir”, so called because of their
red and black jerseys, are part of the heritage of
Brittany’s capital. For more than a century (the
club was founded in 1901), the city has become
one with its club, its stadium and its supporters
on match days. Before every match, the Breton
anthem, Bro gozh ma zadoù (Old Land of My
Fathers), rings out across the stadium. The
atmosphere is especially electric in the Roazhon
Celtic Kop stand, during the “Derby Breton”
against Nantes or when welcoming the top clubs
in the championship.

Exceptional events
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Shopping

in Rennes

Rennes hosts a number of shopping events
throughout the year: street markets thrive in
all parts of the city from spring to autumn,
Christmas markets brighten up celebrations
at the end of the year and second-hand book
sellers in place Hoche enable both young and
old to find happiness at an affordable price.

Focus on the fun Brunch des créateurs
event

Fashion, decor, design, shoes, jewellery, designer
clothes, stationery and Breton regional specialties
can all be found in Rennes, in city-centre boutiques
or in shopping centres, making it the destination of
choice for keen shoppers.

streets of the city centre and reach the famous
Galeries Lafayette.
To find shops in other parts of the city, go to the
Carré Rennais website, which has a search engine
listing almost 200 shops.

Rennes’s boutiques and
shopping centres

A wide variety of offers

Rennes city centre has an abundant range of shops
thanks to the 1,890 points of sale and the 400
national brands spread across 10 km of pedestrian
area.
The restaurant and cafe industry is well developed
to the point that it is iconic and part of city-centre
life in Rennes.

A commercial city centre
For a day out shopping, all you need is a good pair
of shoes! Rennes is really just a small town as only
1 km separates La Visitation shopping centre (in the
north) – the newest and built on what was a convent
– and the Colombia shopping centre (in the south)
– a hotspot for shopping for 30 years. By going
straight along via Le Bastard shopping street and la
place de la Mairie and place de la République, you
only need 15 minutes to visit the beautiful cobbled

The many international giants (Nespresso, Sostrene
Grene, Uniqlo, etc.) provide the city with a strong
commercial offer that is still unique, thanks to the
considerable network of independent shops.
In fact, one of Rennes’s distinctive features is its
significant range of boutiques owned by creators
and original brands, which is ideal for finding
the perfect gift idea and meeting those who are
passionate about high-quality products. The La
Fabrik Rennaise website indicates independent
boutiques and trends in the Breton capital.

Shopping centres at the gates
of the city
The Alma shopping centre, with its 114 shops, to
the south of Rennes is the preferred shopping
venue for Bretons. In the north of the city, meet
at the Grand Quartier shopping centre, between
Route du Meuble and Route de Saint Malo.
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New and innovative brands from all across
France invest a weekend of their time at the
Couvent des Jacobins centre.
They put forward their creations in fashion,
decor, stationery and other accessories for
sale, while a pop-up restaurant serves all-day
brunches restyled by local chefs. Recreational
workshops (yoga, gardening, etc.) allow everyone
to have fun.

Festival theatre and
convivial events
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MAIL FRANÇOIS MITTERRAND

new experiences
and places to go out

An architectural mix between
the old and new
Among Art Deco balconies, ceramics and design
buildings, there are still some architectural oddities
to observe. At the end of the Mail, near the lock that
opens onto the Ille-et-Rance canal, the little lockkeeper’s house harks back to the presence of the old
port. Just behind it, another boat can be seen: Cap Mail,
the luxury liner-style building designed by the Ateliers
Jean Nouvel, with its huge glass walls and its wall of
greenery on the river side.

Terraces lined with bars,
restaurants and local shops
Between Les Grands Gamins and its shop, (one of
the first brands to have set the tone for the new Mail),
Le Coin mousse, Oh My Biche, La Cabane, La Piste,
L’Echappée and Warpzone, you are spoilt for choice.

Large tables are set up under the trees and in front
of colourful façades. The weekend brunch is very
popular and it’s worth making a reservation or
arriving early.
The majority of establishments provide Breton
palets or mölkky games, favourite pastimes in
Rennes. Like pétanque in the south of France,
palets is mainly an excuse to meet up and have
a good time with family and friends. For children,
areas of artificial grass or a small play area with
swings and slides mean that they can have just as
much fun as their parents.

Focus on Les Tombées de la Nuit and
Dimanche à Rennes
Every summer, in July companies from around
the world come to perform offbeat shows
(carnival arts, rambles, conferences, dance,
theatre, etc.) for audiences in public spaces over
five unmissable days.
A joint initiative by the city of Rennes and the
Tombées de la Nuit, “Dimanche à Rennes”
certifies, brings together and sometimes
organises multidisciplinary events in a bid to
surprise pedestrians and with a desire to turn
the city into a collective playground.

Unique shopping
experiences
First of all, head to the Mail’s organic market, an
event that the people of Rennes hold dear, which
takes place every Wednesday afternoon. From 3
p.m. to 8 p.m., around 20 producers from Ille-etVilaine and other Breton départements man their
stalls where they sell bread, fruits and vegetables,
crepes and galettes, fish, poultry and much more.
On the second Sunday of each month from 9 a.m.
to 6 p.m., Les Puces de Rennes market welcomes
bargain hunters at the meeting place for secondhand goods traders and second-hand booksellers
to find furniture, second-hand clothes and vintage
decorations for good prices.
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Since being reorganised in 2015, this tree-lined
boulevard of almost 700 metres, interspersed with
plane trees, Lebanon cedars and little “follies” that are
ideal spots to take a break in the shade, has quickly
become a hotspot for socialising in Rennes.

All year round, the Mail is alive and buzzing with
concerts in bars, themed evenings and cultural
and sports events. In February, the Urbaines
festival transforms the city into a stadium for
street sports. Throughout the year, keep-fit
enthusiasts make use of the crossfit equipment
provided and the tracks outlined on the ground.
The Fleurs du Mail theatre festival takes place
in June and in July, the Les Tombées de la Nuit
team loves to put on events. Even in winter, you
can heat up at the Christmas market and ride
the Ferris wheel to enjoy a stunning and unseen
view of the city.
In June 2019, it is here that the village for the
FIFA Women’s World Cup will be set up: exactly
between the city centre and Roazhon Park.

weekend
in Rennes

A typical weekend in Rennes
Depending on your preferences, you could divide
your time on a city break in Rennes between walks,
visiting cultural sights, shopping, restaurants and
nightlife.

Saturday

•M
 orning: a joint guided tour of the historic centre
and the Parlement de Bretagne

• L unch: Marché des Lices and tasting on a terrace
on the place Rallier-du-Baty

• A fternoon: shopping and a visit to the Musée

• Lunch: brunch at Magic Hall hotel
• Afternoon: indoor skydiving and kayaking on
the Vilaine river

A relaxing weekend with
the family in Rennes
Between exploring the city and its treasures, the
museums and their exhibitions, shows and the
best spots for shopping, here are a few ideas for
a busy weekend with the family.

des Beaux-Arts

• E vening: a drink in the historic centre and a show
•

at the TNB theatre or a concert at Liberté
S
 pend the night in a city-centre hotel

Sunday

•M
 orning: guided tour of Odorico and the art of
mosaics

• Lunch: brunch at one of the restaurants on the Mail
• A fternoon: a visit to the Champs Libres and a stroll

Saturday

• Morning: cooking workshop
• L unch: Marché des Lices and tasting on a
terrace on the place Saint-Michel
• A fternoon: shopping and escape room or a
cycle along the Vilaine
• Evening: dinner in a creperie and a film at the
Gaumont or Colombier cinemas
• O vernight in an apartment

in the parc du Thabor

Sunday

A family reunion in Rennes
Rennes is a surprising métropole where you’re never
at risk of being bored: quirky hotels, secret bars,
community restaurants, cat cafes... A wide range
of off-the-wall offers for a completely different city
holiday.

•

A M
 orning: guided tour of the historic centre
on a segway
Lunch: brunch in the AVEC concept studio
Afternoon: planetarium and games at the parc
des Gayeulles

•
•

• Morning: “Rennes insolite” (Quirky Rennes) guided
tour
• L unch: Marché des Lices and tasting on a terrace at
the bottom of the square
• Afternoon: shopping and axe-throwing at Les
Frères Jacques
• E vening: a drink in Prison Saint-Michel and a show
in a barge
• S tay in an eco-lodge on the Camping des Gayeulles
campsite

Sunday

•M
 orning: “Trésors cachés cours intérieures” (Hidden
treasures: internal courtyards) guided tour
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Saturday

A couples’ relaxing
weekend in Rennes

A sports weekend
with friends in Rennes

There’s nothing like a romantic weekend in
the Breton capital with a schedule worthy of a
fairytale.

Between running, swimming, climbing, golfing,
cycling, playing palets, going on a treetop
adventure climb, ice-skating, paddling and much
more, Rennes has a vast range of sports and
leisure activities on offer.

Saturday

•M
 orning: a joint guided tour of the historic

centre and the Parlement de Bretagne
L
 unch: Marché des Lices and tasting on a
terrace on the Mail
Afternoon: shopping and a spa/massage in a
luxury hotel
E
 vening: dinner at the Crêperie Saint-Georges
and a drink at the champagne bar in Prison
Saint-Michel
S
 pend the night in a luxury spa hotel

Saturday

•

•M
 orning: guided tour of the historic centre

•
•

• A fternoon: shopping and swimming at the

•

Sunday

•M
 orning: “Trésors cachés cours intérieures”

•
•

(Hidden treasures: internal courtyards) guided
tour
Lunch: lunch at Château d’Apigné
Afternoon: wander through the Thabor park

on a segway

• L unch: Marché des Lices and tasting on a
terrace on the place Rallier-du-Baty
Saint-Georges pool

• E vening: match at Roazhon Park
Sunday

• Morning: run along the towpath
• Lunch: brunch at one of the restaurants on the
Mail
• Afternoon: laser tag or bouldering

Since 2011, this unique type of festival has invited
local and international contemporary circus
troupes to perform across Brittany for the last two
weeks in March.
Olivier Daco, director of the Ay-roop
association, defines contemporary circus:
“It draws on all kinds of art, so you can find
contemporary dance, theatre, digital projections
[...] It’s an art that is continuously learning more
about its disciplines and its advocates.” The usual
district for the festival: the théâtre du Vieux SaintÉtienne, which also has a permanent creative
hub.
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Focus on the Ay-roop contemporary
traveling circus festival

Rennes:

the gateway

BAZOUGES-LA-PÉROUSE
MAEN ROCH
BÉCHEREL

FOUGÈRES
LA BOUËXIÈRE
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to Brittany

CHÂTEAUBOURG

RENNES

VITRÉ

CHÂTEAUGIRON
CORPS-NUDS
LOHÉAC

PIRÉ-SUR-SEICHE

ESSÉ-LA ROCHE-AUX-FÉES
GUIPRY-MESSAC

Rennes is perfectly located for exploring the
region through day trips or organised tourist
excursions.
Find more information at www.brittanytourism.com

Trips out in Brittany
The Breton capital is an excellent base for
traveling to nearby destinations for day trips to
the beach or areas of legend.

The towpath and the Breton coast
There are lots of conserved natural spaces to
see around Rennes: the Vilaine Valley winds
southwards to the Boël mill, which is an
opportunity for walks between steep cliffs, along
towpaths to a mill dating back to 1652, leading
eventually to the ocean by heading north.
The Emerald Coast is the favourite beach for the
people of Rennes. Using the toll-free motorway
– a benefit of being in Brittany – you can be at
the fortifications of Saint-Malo or on the beach
in less than an hour. The English Channel isn’t
far away if you want to try out some watersports
or a gourmet stop in Cancale. The Mont-SaintMichel bay and its wonders are also just next
door.

Rennes and the gateway to Brittany

Areas of legend

This off-the-wall journey into an unexpected
side of Brittany offers urban experiences that
are 100% Breton: from the eclectic districts
of Rennes to the rural scenes of the Pays de
la Roche aux Fées, from meanders along the
Vilaine to the ramparts of Fougères castle, from
the bustling terraces of Vitré to the subtle charm
of the historic cities of Bazouges-la-Pérouse,
Châteaugiron and Bécherel.

The mythical forest of Brocéliande and the
megalithic Roche aux Fées are also very close by.
Rennes is within easy reach of a number of cities
and castles that are brimming with character:
Bécherel – the book town, the medieval city at
Vitré, the castle of Fougères and Combourg, the
birthplace of Romanticism. Not forgetting the
towers of Châteaugiron castle, on the border of
the Breton capital and under 20 km from the
city centre.

Find more information at rennes-portes-bretagne.com

8-DAY

Tourist excursions
A modern journey through an old land
Launched by five cities in the Ouest area (SaintNazaire/Nantes/Rennes/Saint-Malo/Mont-SaintMichel bay), this route offers a full summer of
exploring an area alternatively through littleknown landscapes, secret beaches and major
works of art.
This is for 8 days and 7 nights, described as
“eclectic and poetic”.
Find more information at https://voyage-en-bretagne.com/
other-lang/

TOUR

LE MONTSAINT-MALO SAINT-MICHEL
ST MÉLOIR-DES-ONDES
PLOUËR / RANCE

DINAN

BRITTANY

R

BÉCHEREL

ROZ / COUESNON
HÉDÉ / BAZOUGES

RENNES
FÉGRÉAC
ST JOACHIM
ST MALO-DE-GUERSAC

SAINT-NAZAIRE

PAIMBOEUF

ST BREVIN-LES-PINS
LE PELLERIN
COUËRON

ATLANTIQUE

NANTES

Day 1
NANTES
Day 2
NANTES
Day 3
NANTES – RENNES
Day 4
RENNES
Day 5
RENNES, SAINT-MALO
Day 6
SAINT-MALO
Day 8
SAINT-MALO,
MONT-SAINT-MICHEL

